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Abstract: Since 2000, the driving force behind China’s booming food industries has shifted from state planning to consumer demand. This shift has powered the growing importance of food branding, as consumers rely increasingly on known brands in the search for safe and wholesome food. While earlier eras of food branding strongly favored multinationals like Coca Cola and Nestlé, Chinese brands appear to be gradually regaining the trust of consumers, who increasingly rely on online ecosystems that seamlessly combine e-commerce, e-payment and home delivery into a self-contained purchasing environment. The 2019 Food and Beverage Innovation Forum suggests that future trends may include increasing reliance on data informatics, a domestic shift to focus on free spending GenZ consumers, and branded export of China’s unique strength in logistics.
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While news headlines focused on the Shanghai Auto Show, something much tastier was taking place nearby just nearby.

Held in Hangzhou from April 23-25, the 2019 Food and Beverage Innovation Forum (食品饮料创新论坛) drew about 4,000 registered attendees, and combined three days of presentations with displays by about 200 exhibitors. Although small by Chinese standards (the 2018 International Import Expo was nearly 40 times larger) the FBIF was also more focused specifically on the topic of innovation and emerging trends, and provides a unique opportunity to reflect on the past and future of China’s rapidly changing food industries.

Scene before a breakout session at the FBIF speaker forums. Hangzhou, 2019

From state-planned to consumer-driven growth

China’s food industries have grown significantly. Total retail sales of food, cooking oil and beverages exceeded 1581.6 billion RMB in 2018, roughly doubling in value between 2012 and 2017.
Two forces drive this steady growth. Decades of investment by national and local governments, and business entities, especially the officially favored “dragon head enterprises” (longtou qiye), laid the developmental foundation for a wide variety of new food production. At the same time, consumer spending on food has grown dramatically. Since 2000, food has held steady at around 20% of household spending, even as incomes have risen—growing by a factor of seven since 1997. Over time, the rise in household food spending has reshaped the industry, as producers compete to attract and retain consumer loyalty and attention.

The growth of food spending has transformed what people eat and how they eat it. Since the early 1900s, Chinese diets have reduced significantly consumption of basic grains, favoring instead higher value foods such as meat, dairy and fresh fruit. Home cooks rely increasingly on ready-made meals, or semi-prepared ingredients like bottled sauces, or frozen foods (a sector that was worth over 14 billion USD in 2016). Outside the home, traditional dining options such as work...
canteens and noodle stalls have been partially eclipsed by a new trend of mid-range franchises.

Brand logos for food and other shopping options, Hongqiao Train Station, Shanghai

**Branding in China’s Food Industry**

With this shift to higher value foods, Chinese consumers have begun paying greater attention to food origins, and especially food brands.

Food brands serve numerous purposes. Once one leaves the intimate scale of the local farmer’s market, a maker’s mark is the only indication of a food’s origin, production and wholesomeness. As food chains become longer, more complex and more anonymous, known brands increasingly stand in place of personal trust, especially in products such as dairy, where food origins are unclear, or where consumers perceive regulation to be lax. Along with safety, food brands can connote a range of associations, such as comfort, tradition, safety and prestige, that are especially meaningful to consumers of food. Producers promote brands as a way to establish this sense of loyalty and personal relationship with a product.

Historically, China’s food brands developed in waves, only recently emerging as real challengers to multinational enterprise (MNE) brands.

Chinese food makers (especially those of high value products like cured meats) have long found ways to identify their products, but it was the legal recognition of trademarks as intellectual property that produced the modern brand regime. China promulgated its first Trademark Protection Law in 1923, opening the door to a proliferation both of new foreign and Chinese brands, especially for everyday items like cosmetics, cigarettes and food. During this first phase, foreign brands enjoyed a certain glamor, but also had to contend with brand piracy, and a rising wave of consumer nationalism that promoted native goods. The 1923 law was revoked after 1949, but reinstated with a new Trademark Law in 1982, thus encouraging foreign brands, many of them newly connected to local joint ventures, to begin returning to the Chinese market.

Branding in the reform era (late 1970s to 1990s) strongly favored these multinationals. Early arrivals like Lee Kum Kee, Coca Cola and Nestlé enjoyed not only the inbuilt prestige of a foreign enterprise, but also significant advantages of expertise in market research, greater advertising budgets, and the ability to promote on a national scale. Even as Chinese food brands (both revived and newly created ones) made inroads to domestic and export markets, few could match the resources or sophistication that their international counterparts brought to marketing.

**WTO and International Food Brands**

China’s 2001 WTO accession more fully opened the country to global food trade. One immediate result was the expansion of imports
of raw commodities like grain and oilseeds from land-rich countries like Australia, Brazil and the United States. Channeled through state agents such as COFCO, this commodity trade is largely invisible to end consumers, who see imports like soybeans and whey primarily in the form of stable pork prices.

But WTO membership also accelerated the growth in branded food imports. Alongside branded foods that are produced in the country, a growing range of food imports—high-end items like wine and distilled spirits, as well as such daily luxuries as teas, cakes, cereals, and nationally-branded infant formula—arrive already packaged for retail sale. Events like the Import Expo represent just a small fraction of the foreign consumer foods available on sites like tmall.com (http://tmall.com). Because these items arrive clearly labeled, sales depend directly on brand recognition, which include consumer perception of the maker’s country of origin (COO). Imports from places associated with food safety (such as New Zealand, Germany or Japan) will often command a premium, regardless of the maker.

Entry into the WTO also presented new opportunities for Chinese food companies to seek markets overseas. Despite the recognition of Chinese brands like distiller Maotai or canned foods producer Maling by consumers outside of China, Chinese food exports are hampered by strong negative perceptions of China as a COO. Such perceptions bleed across producers—the 2008 revelation of widespread adulteration of melamine (a poisonous plastic additive that mimics protein in laboratory tests) in China’s milk supply affected all Chinese food exports, not only dairy products, but also of unrelated ones like seafood. One result is that ten years later, Chinese food exports, especially those going to higher value markets, are often repackaged under a foreign brand. At the other end of the scale, ambitious producers like dairy giant Mengniu have spent prodigiously to promote their brands overseas, despite a relatively small export volume.

**Recent Food Trends**

But the real transformation of Chinese food brands is at home.

The 2008 melamine scandal was the key moment in the transformation of Chinese food industries. It prompted a massive regulatory reaction from the Chinese state, including the mandated concentration of the dairy industry into a small number of well-known companies (a group known as the “big 20 enterprises” or D20), and the implementation of the far-reaching Food Safety Law of 2015. Equally important was consumer change. For years, buyers boycotted domestically produced infant formula, aided in part by the constant flow of foreign formula imported tin-by-tin by friends and family returning from overseas. Seeking to recapture consumer confidence, major dairy companies like Yili and Feihe responded by offshoring production of premium lines. Chinese-branded milk thus comes to be sold with a flag of Australia, Canada or New Zealand.

At the same time, the online revolution has changed people’s relationship with brands.

Over the past decade, Internet giants Alibaba and Tencent have built up entire ecosystems that seamlessly integrate e-commerce, e-payment and home delivery. Within these self-contained purchasing environments, individual food retailers provide consumers with a range of possibilities, from the purchase of raw ingredients or meal-based kits (JD.com (http://JD.com), compare to Blue Apron, Hello Fresh), to 24/7 delivery service of restaurant orders (Ele.me, Meituan dianping, compare to Grubhub, Uber Eats).
The online frontier favors closely targeted interaction with consumers. When possible, producers try to cultivate loyalty and contain brand response (comments and ratings) within their own online events, phone apps, and WeChat groups. In contrast, buyers in more open environments such as the popular restaurant app Dazhong dianping are much harder to predict or control—because few customers will look past the top few ranked hits, even a small number of bad reviews can crater online sales.

E-commerce has also allowed the rise of a new wave of boutique and niche food products. Long gone are the days in which a handful of producers could effectively dominate an entire sector (e.g., the once ubiquitous gift sets of Nescafé and CoffeeMate creamer). While traditional food giants—both foreign ones like Coca Cola or Yum! foods, and domestic ones like Mengniu or water bottler Nongfu Spring—retain a strong retail presence, the combination of low overhead, cheap delivery, and integrated online purchasing all favor smaller producers, who can cater to specific needs and tastes.

New sectors such as organic produce delivery rely on e-commerce to overcome barriers of both distance and trust. Based in the far north of Inner Mongolia, or Yuangu zhuangyuan uses its WeChat platform to connect to users, allowing them to buy organic produce, as well as a membership in a farm that they will likely never visit in person. E-commerce also creates a national market for local producers like Beijing-based cheesemaker Fromager de Pékin, or local producers of fresh milk delicacies such as Mongolian nai dofu or Yunnan-style rushan. Without the need to maintain large inventories or deliver large-scale orders to retailers, producers have greater freedom to innovate into new or seasonal recipes.
Owner of Handmade Rushan store in her Dali workshop. Most of the shop's sales are made online.

**TRENDS AT THE FOOD AND BEVERAGE INNOVATION FORUM**

The FBIF provides a glimpse into where some of these trends may be headed.

Now in its sixth year, the FBIF is less a trade fair than a showcase of new ideas. Exhibitors at the 2019 event included makers of packaging and filtration systems, manufacturers of sauces, dyes and sweeteners, as well as emerging product categories like protein bars and probiotics, as well as occasional consumer oriented gimmicks such as a drinking straw that contains its own flavoring agent (heads up to potential investors, it didn’t work). Unsurprisingly, the longest lines were at the two coffee franchises and two craft beer makers, each strategically placed at a different side of the massive exhibition hall.
This focus on innovation extended to new trends in marketing such as the extensive use of data-driven informatics and targeted market research. Companies like Dutch Innova Market Insights and Singapore-based Trax create packages that tailor detailed consumer insight and product data to the specific needs of retailers. Data collection has expanded from big cities down to tier five and six locations, and increasingly looks beyond spending patterns and consumer trends to incorporate a new generation of services, such as facial recognition software and eye-tracking on advertisements. (This new frontier was discussed in the forum, but was not on display in the exhibition hall).

The entire event—both forum discussions and exhibits—was focused on the spending habits and curiosity of millennial and GenZ consumers. According to Kantar, Chinese retail spending in the age group 15-32 has already reached 150 billion RMB. By 2020, GenZ, will account for 40% of the total retail spending. The same generations that are most accustomed to online retail are also the ones that are spending on daily items, and show a sense of adventure that allows them to quickly adapt to new food trends and habits. Just as in sectors like smart phones or computers, the space between generations in food tastes grows progressively shorter. Forum talks revolved around the problem of how to attract and keep
the attention of these new, but easily distracted consumers—not only constant invention of new products, but also increasing attention to an integrated strategy of movie product tie-ups, search engine optimization, and Internet “influencers.”

Celebrity spokesperson cutout at a Chengdu retail location of Luckin Coffee. Despite posting massive losses ahead of its IPO, Luckin has bet heavily on a combination of online and traditional retail in its quest to surpass Starbucks in China.

Finally, the FBIF anticipate the multifaceted resurgence of China’s own food brands. Even in dairy, the sector most devastated by food safety scandals, there are signs that confidence among consumers in domestic producers is returning, with Chinese makers recovering their share of a quickly expanding market. Even as major Chinese dairy brands invest overseas, the main market is for domestic milk. Despite lingering outrage at the 2008 poisonings, Chinese consumers are gradually returning to view the domestic product as an acceptable substitute. Even as dairy consumption continues to expand, Chinese milk powder in 2018 achieved just under 50% of national market share—a level that it had not seen for a decade.

The willingness of Chinese consumers to return to domestic dairy products no doubt has many specific causes, including the Food Safety Law and state-mandated reforms in milk production and processing, expansive advertising by the major companies, and a steady increase in demand for dairy in all forms. But it also speaks more broadly to the changing nature of consumption: the ability of online product reviews to act as a shadow regulatory apparatus, and changing perceptions among younger consumers, many of whom would not personally remember events like the 2008 melamine scandal. Beyond consumers, Chinese food brands are also selling services by leveraging their unique logistical capabilities as they continue to look overseas for tie-ups. Companies like Yili—listed by brand equity database BrandZ as one of China’s most recognizable—are increasingly selling their brand as providers of cutting-edge services, as much as food producers.

This final point brings us to the heart of innovation. Chinese food industries are developing at a blistering pace. While trends like the expansion of dairy and meat farming seem to go against the tide of ecological food production, others like plant-based dairy and urban-adjacent hydroponics represent a forward step to better sustainability, lower transport costs and better nutrition. Less than two years old, Beijing-based Luckin Coffee has already opened over 2,300 retail outlets, and has plans for 2,500 more this year alone. Despite never having earned a profit, Luckin Coffee has attracted investor attention because of its model of online and retail sales, and based its recent IPO solely on the promise that selling coffee in a different way would allow the chain to eclipse Starbucks in China.

As trade relations between the US and China
continue to worsen, it is worth remembering that the frontier of value is not simply a matter of making more, better or cheaper products. Ultimately, China’s next food export might not be what sits on the plate, but the logistical chain that got it there.

Note: The authors are grateful to Mark Selden and Linda Grove for comments made on earlier drafts, and to organizers of the FBIF for providing information regarding the event, and permission to use photos taken at the site. All images are by authors.
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